Marketing
Strategy Template
for B2B SaaS
Founders
This template provides a simple step-by-step
marketing strategy to increase your conversions. It
includes the tools needed to be successful and is
intended for B2B SaaS entrepreneurs who need to
get results fast.

CORP PRESENTATION.
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What problem does your
product solve?
See here for tips on your
product positioning.

Define your Unique
Selling Point (USP)
What makes you different from
the competition? See here for
tips on defining your USP
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Who is the ideal target
audience?
What are their job titles?
Are they senior enough to sign off on your solution?
Use LinkedIn to shortlist relevant job titles and companies then connect.
Are there LinkedIn specialist member groups for your target audience?

Create valuable content
(lead magnet)
What is my audience's ideal end state? (e.g. 10 more clients a month).
How can you help him/her to get there? (e.g. provide a 10-step guide to gain new
clients on Facebook).
Examples lead magnets: eBooks, guides, checklists, templates, case studies,
whitepapers.
Use tools such as SEMrush or Neil Patel to get an idea of topics your competitors
are writing about.
Check out your competitors' websites, newsletters and content to get further ideas.
Lead magnets need to be easy-to-understand, not too lengthy, provide instant
benefit and deliver real value.
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Create your ad copy
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Use Google key word planner to understand the search terms your audience are using. These give
you powerful insight into what problems they are looking to solve.
Create compelling ad copy based on this analysis. This should include clear calls to action (CTA).
Your ad headline should contain your keyword. The second line should provide some benefit. The
third line provides the benefit of your free content.
For example:
Key word: “Ideas to increase sales”
Headline: “Ideas to increase sales X 10 in 30 days”
Second line: “Build the business of your dreams”
Third line: “10 Step blueprint to start increasing sales today”
CTA: “Download our 10-step blueprint to start increasing sales today”

Create Landing Page.
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Once you have created your free content and the ad copy to market it, you need to create a
landing page.
A landing page is a standalone webpage where you present your offer in a highly focused way, so
you maximize conversions.
A conversion is usually measured in terms of receiving contact details in return for the free
content.
Once you have email contact details, you can start nurturing your leads, through scheduled
emails.
See here for tips on creating effective landing pages.
To create landing pages, speak to your web developer (these can be created in WordPress at
minimal cost).
Or do it yourself, using tools like unbounce.com, mailchimp.com, klaviyo.com, leadpages.com.
Test your messages by running A/B tests. HubSpot, Google Optimize, Freshmarketer, Crazy Egg,
Optimizely are useful tools for A/B testing.
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Get your landing page out
there
Set up your Google Ads account and budget. See here for a tutorial for creating a Google Ad
campaign.
See here for common mistakes to avoid.
In addition to Google Ads, you can use LinkedIn to share your free content with your target
audience. You can automate outreach over LinkedIn, using tools like Dux-Soup.

Bonus: Tips on increasing
your conversions:
Tip 1
Tip 2
Tip 3
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Monitor and modify
Set up Google Analytics so you can track your conversions (when prospects access your
free content).
Conversion rates vary depending on your industry and the channel. See here for an idea of
good conversion rates.

CONTACT US
For further additional tips on all
aspects of growing your business,
check out the free resources:
https://salesmentor.io/resources/
If you would like help developing
your marketing strategy, please
contact:
enquiries@salesmentor.io
www.salesmentor.io

